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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to support early childhood teachers’ understanding of the diversity
and sophistication present in young children’s storytelling to counteract singular and tacit
conceptualizations of story. Drawing on the notion of genre, this study uses systemic functional
linguistics to examine rhetorical patterns in the storytelling of a group of children in multilingual
and multicultural classrooms. Children’s stories were parsed into story stages and story genres
based on functional purpose and known patterns in the grammar of language. Results show that
the children told stories that varied not only in length and complexity, but in choice of story
genres. Further, the majority of children employed different genres of story across the four weeks
of the activity. The children in this sample used storytelling as a vehicle for giving significance to
everyday experience, elevating ideas and establishing relationships in the classroom context.

Keywords: storytelling, story genres, early childhood, systemic functional linguistics, linguistic
diversity
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Storying Experience: Young Children’s Early Use of Story Genres
Research into storytelling in the classroom has provided compelling portraits of children
learning together with story as a focal point in classroom community life (Paley 1986, 1990).
Associated with later reading and writing skill (Dickinson and Tabors 2001, McCabe and Bliss
2003), storytelling allows children to develop their capacity to construct and comprehend texts
from a meaning-focused orientation to literacy. Schools build on this early initiation into ways of
relating events as much of young children’s early writing takes the form of story (Donovan 2001)
as do many of the texts read in school (Christie 1986, Duke 2000, Kress 1994, Martin 1984,
Rothery and Stenglin 1997).
Despite the recognized value of story for language and literacy learning, considerable
debate remains about what makes a good story as well as how to best help teachers to recognize
and value the diverse forms that stories can take in children’s earliest classrooms (Bliss and
McCabe 2008, Cheatam and Jimenez-Silva 2011, McCabe 1997, McCabe and Bliss 2003,
Michaels 1981, 2006). Furthermore, teachers in the United States have been shown to hold
narrow conceptions of story (Cazden 1988, Delpit 2006, Heath 1983, McCabe 1997, Michaels
1981, 2006), dismissing alternative approaches to story which do not conform to their prior
expectations (Michaels 1981, 2006). Children’s stories are often judged according to “powerful
tacit requirements” which constrain the fields of acceptable topics and privilege ‘certain meaning
orientations’ over others (Christie 2002: 31).
For teachers, knowledge of valued ways of storying remain diffuse and tacit, rather than
specific and explicit, grounded in knowledge of viable meaning-making choices. For example,
Martin and Rose comment on over 30 years of working in Australian classrooms, noting that
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teachers had difficulty recognizing distinct genres of story. Instead, “teachers not only called
everything the kids wrote a story but evaluated everything as if it were a story too” (Martin and
Rose 2008: 5). Thus, though story plays a central role in the language and literacy learning of
children’s earliest classrooms, teachers are not well positioned to recognize, appreciate, and
instructively comment on diverse forms of story that arise in early childhood classrooms.
This problem is exacerbated by the fact that in the North American context, guidance for
teachers has come from two predominant methods of analyzing young children’s stories which
consider story in relation to an idealized underlying structure of expert storytelling - story
grammar (Stein and Albro 1994, Stein and Albro 1997, Stein and Glenn 1979) and high point
analysis (Bliss and McCabe 2008, McCabe and Peterson 1991, Peterson and McCabe 1983,
1991). Story grammar conceptualizes the ideal story structure as an intentional protagonist who
seeks to attain an identified goal and responds to obstacles which potentially forestall its
achievement. High point analysis considers story as unfolding through a series of stages as
events are complicated and resolved. Though distinct, both formulations consider grappling with
a complication, obstacle, or some form of trouble more generally (Bruner 1983) as central to
story.
Conceptualizing story in similar ways, story grammar and highpoint analysis aim to trace
children’s growing competency construing story in relation to this singular, idealized conception
of story. The high value placed on a single conception of story has resulted in the
characterization of deviations from this expected form, such as primarily descriptive stories, as
lesser instantiations of story rather than viable alternatives. The mischaracterization of diverse
realizations of story has been reinforced by instructional tools (Moreau and Fidrych-Puzzo 1994)
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and assessments (Petersen et al. 2008) which assume that all successful stories share one central,
underlying structure, rather than recognizing that story is an umbrella term, encompassing a
‘family’ (Martin and Rose 2008) of distinct types of story.
This study proposes that a compelling way to help teachers recognize the value in the
diverse contributions that young children make when storying their experience lies in taking a
genre-focused approach to conceptualizing story. What is most central about a genre-focused
approach to conceptualizing story is the notion that stories take multiple, expected forms that
depend on the purpose of the telling and the context and occasion for the telling. A genre-focused
perspective conceives of language as a fundamentally purposive, social tool which unfolds in
goal-orientated stages (Martin and Rose 2008). From a genre-focused perspective, storytelling is
purposeful social action through which children explore ideas, build relationships, and cast
themselves as particular kinds of people. As they do so, children build a budding capacity to
render experience in ways expected of mature participants in their cultural group.
1.1 Study Context
The present study illuminates the value of extending a genre-focused perspective down to
children’s stories produced in the context of preschool classrooms serving diverse learners. The
purpose of the study is to show the diversity and sophistication present in young children’s
stories with the ultimate aim of helping early childhood teachers understand the multiple ways
young children effectively story experience. This study took place in two community centers
serving multilingual, multicultural configurations of children of lower socioeconomic status
(SES). Located in a large, Midwestern urban context in the United States of America, the
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community centers provided mixed-age, play-based preschool for children aged three through
five.
Story circles, a participation structure aimed at elevating children’s own stories as a
meaningful part of instruction, consist of small groups of four or five children who meet weekly
to tell a story of their own choosing. Story circles deviate from existing classroom participation
structures like the morning news (Christie 2002) or sharing time (Michaels 1981, 2006) because
children work in small groups, an underutilized, but valuable participation structure, believed to
bring about better opportunities for student expression as well as an increased capacity for
teachers to attend to the ideas of children (Hendrick and Weisman 2006, Wasik 2008).
Story circles position the teacher as a listener and a facilitator. The present study
represents a first step toward articulating for teachers a way to understand young children’s
stories as part of the development of a meaning potential, inextricably connected to the building
of relationships, and rooted in the context in which stories are occasioned (Christie 2002).
1.2 Defining Story
In its most basic form, story is discourse that relates or explains events removed from the
immediate context. Stories offer an explanation of both what happened and a stance or a position
on what happened (Bruner 1986) as stories have both experiential and interpersonal import.
One of the most celebrated, canonical representations of story is the classic narrative
(Martin 1984, Rothery and Stenglin 1997). Classic narratives are a form of story that deal with
disruptions and returns to the status quo as individuals grapple with complications. Classic
narrative typically unfolds in a series of stages: orientation, complication, evaluation, resolution,
and coda (optional). Through these stages, the prototypical narrative is realized by orienting the
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listener to the context for events, relaying a series of events that culminate in a complicating
event or moment of crises, suspending the moment of crises by providing an interpersonal
evaluation of events, and concluding the story with a resolving event in which the protagonist
effectively deals with the crises. The prototypical narrative also has an optional concluding story
stage in which the storyteller uses what is called a coda to make a moral or lesson clear, or return
the listener back to the present moment. It is important to note that narrative has been shown to
be far more fluid in form than the prototypical instantiation would suggest. For instance, Plum
(2004) has shown in an adult population that not all complications are explicitly resolved in
narrative type stories. Instead, storytellers employ a range of options from implicitly resolving
events to allowing problematic conditions to persist.
Though narrative has long been held up as the idealized model of storytelling, it is but
one of many distinct genres of story (Hasan 1984, Martin and Rose 2008). Research on the
storytelling of older children and adults substantiates the existence of multiple prototypical
patterns of storytelling which constitute distinct genres of story such as recounts and
observations (Martin 1984, Martin and Rose 2008, Plum 2004, Rothery and Stenglin 1997).
Recounts are often described as journeys (Rothery and Stenglin 1997) in which an
individual goes through a succession of events. Structurally, this is realized through an
orientation stage followed by event stages and some type of concluding stage like a natural
ending event (ex. returning home), a reorientation that returns the story to the experiential
starting point, or a coda. Both narratives and recounts are event focused stories in which the
majority of the story advances through temporally sequenced action. The chief difference
between the two story types is that recounts lack the complicating event which is the signature
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stage of narratives. Instead, recounts emphasize the sequence of events that make up an
experience, casting life as a movement from point A to point B.
Though stories are typically thought of as event focused, mature storytellers also relay
experience in primarily descriptive terms. This form of storytelling is often called an observation
(Plum 2004). Observations, unlike narratives and recounts, ‘feel frozen in time’ as the storyteller
describes an occurrence, typically interjecting considerable personal commentary (Martin and
Rose 2008, Rothery and Stenglin 1997). Observations prototypically unfold through an
orientation that sets the stage for events, a descriptive stage, and an evaluation in which the
storyteller makes the significance of the observation explicit. Observations rely on the power of
description to give the listener an experiential sense of what an occurrence was like.
From a genre-focused perspective (Martin and Rose 2008), when relaying experience
storytellers draw from multiple, diverse meaning-making alternatives with each alternative form
of story deriving its meaning-making power from a distinct way of deploying language.
Therefore, building children’s productive potential with language depends upon not just
developing one single model of rhetorical action, or one single way of storying experience, as
idealized story structures suggest. Instead, children need to be supported to develop a repertoire
of meaning-making strategies while developing familiarity with diverse story forms.
To this end, this study explores story as configurations of meaning – in this case, different
story genres and their patterns of realization – to illustrate the different ways that the children in
this sample constructed text as purposeful social action through which they explored ideas, built
relationships, and cast themselves as particular kinds of people in the context of the story circle
activity. To do so, I ask:
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How do children construe experience through story in a small group storytelling activity?
2 Methods
2.1 Theoretical Orientation
A sociocultural perspective envisions language and literacy as socially, culturally, and
historically situated tools (Vygotsky 1978). This study proceeds from the view that literacy refers
to written forms (Halliday 1996) which are distinct from, but closely related to oral language.
Oral language holds considerable potential for young children to ‘learn to mean, and to expand
one’s meaning potential’ (Halliday 1993: 113). Learning to mean undergirds later written literacy
in pivotal ways.
This study draws on a functional perspective of language outlined by the theory of
systemic functional linguistics (SFL) (Halliday 2004) to illustrate how language is structured to
construe social and cultural meanings in context. SFL describes language as a social semiotic
system in which individuals construe meaning through lexical and grammatical choices in social
contexts.
2.2 Sample
The sample consisted of 49 children, who represented six, parent-reported ethnic groups:
Latino (57%), European American (29%), African American (4%), Arab American (4%), Asian
American (4%), and African American & Latino (2%). The parents of this sample characterized
67% of the children as speaking a language other than English as their primary home language.
An additional 6% were characterized by parents as speaking English and another language as
their home language. Despite the considerable linguistic diversity, classroom instruction
proceeded almost exclusively in English, which acted as the shared language of the classroom.
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This sample of children averaged 4.5 years old (SD = 6.8 months). Just under half of the
sample (49%) were female.
2.3 Data Collection Method
Stories analyzed in this study come from audio recorded story circles conducted in two
community centers as part of a four week long storytelling activity. The first story circle began
with an example story told by the facilitator. After hearing that story, each child took a turn
telling a story of their own choosing.
2.4 Analytic Method
2.4.1 Story Types. In this study, I analyzed stories in relation to three prominent story types –
narrative, recount, and observation. Children’s stories were classified using a ‘family
resemblance approach’ in which texts were considered flexibly in relationship to a prototypical
exemplar of each story type (Pappas 2006) with special attention to the defining feature of each
story type - complicating event (narrative), series of events (recount), descriptively focused
(observation). A subset of stories were coded as single clause complex story turns (single event).
Single event story turns are not a genre of story, but provide too little information to determine
genre type since they contain either a single clause or a single clause with additional
contextualizing information.
2.4.2 Configurations of Participants, Processes, and Circumstances. To determine story
stages, I first examined children’s stories in terms of experiential meanings, coding each story in
terms of process types and their associated participants and circumstances (an analysis of
transitivity). Experiential meanings refer to what language tells about; it is the function of
language through which individuals represent and refer to happenings, experienced both
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internally and in the world (Halliday 1975). An analysis of processes, participants, and
circumstances helps determine the structural realization of stories as choices in the system of
transitivity reveal shifts in what is talked about, showing how a story is constructed (Eggins
2010).
In order to discern patterns in the kinds of experiential meanings present in children’s
stories, I analyzed each story in terms of participants, processes, and circumstances. For instance,
consider the opening statement to one of Jada’s stories (Age: 4 years, 4 months; Ethnicity:
African American; Home Language: English): ‘One time, I was at a beach with my mom.’ Jada
began her story with an opening clause in which she told about a particular event. She gave
information about a particular person (participant) who was (process) at the beach (circumstance)
with her mom (circumstance) one time (circumstance). In this way, children construed their
experience of reality through a particular configuration of participants, processes, and
circumstances.
Experiential meanings are realized primarily through choices of process types. There are
six main process types: doing, sensing, saying, behaving, existing, and being processes (See
description drawn from Eggins 2010 in Table 1). These more colloquial labels for process types
deviate from the original SFL metalanguage, but are commonly used in educational settings
(Derewianka 2012) and are ideal for making language more transparent for teachers.
[Insert Table 1]
Through process choices, individuals construe meanings about experiences in the world,
experiences in which individuals do, think, feel, say, and be in particular ways. For example,
Jada’s story orientation construes experience through a being process.
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was

at a beach

with my mom.

Carrier Being Process
Each type of process can be accompanied by circumstances which provide more
information about the conditions under which processes occur. Circumstances include
information about the extent, location, manner, cause, accompaniment, matter, or role associated
with events (See description drawn from Eggins 2010 in Table 2).
[Insert Table 2]
As the examples in the table illustrate, circumstances are expressed through adverbs or
prepositional phrases. In conjunction with participants and processes, circumstances construe
experience, highlighting important aspects of events such as the time, location, and
accompanying participants. So, in Jada’s story orientation:
One time,

I

was

at a beach

with my mom.

Circumstance of Carrier Being Process Circumstance of Circumstance of
Time
Location
Accompaniment
2.4.3 Story Stages. After coding children’s stories in terms of processes and their associated
participants and circumstances, I analyzed how these configurations unfolded in patterned ways,
using the grammar of language to identify functional stages of stories. Functional stages can be
recognized not only through the purpose they serve in the story, but through patterns of
realization in the grammar of language. For this study, descriptions of possible patterns of
realization were drawn from several sources (Hasan 1984, Labov 1972, Labov and Waletzky
1967, Martin 1984, Martin and Rose 2008, Plum 2004, Rothery and Stenglin 1997).
[Insert Table 3]
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Drawing on expected patterns of realization while remaining open to new patterns, I
analyzed stories for evidence of story stages, categorizing stages by both the functional purpose
and the grammatical realization of each clause or clause complex. For instance, in Jada’s story
about her mom, the story began with the setting for events (functional purpose) construed
through being processes and a circumstance of time and location (grammatical realization),
acting as the story stage of orientation.
Once upon a time,

um,

my mom.

Circumstance of Time
She

was

little.

Carrier

Being Process

Attribute

She

was

in a boat.

Carrier

Being Process

Circumstance of Location

A similar process was used to identify functional story stages realized through the grammar of
language for each story turn in the sample.
3 Results
Children in this sample told stories along a continuum of complexity from single event
story turns to multi-event stories that reflect three distinct story types. Across the four weeks of
the activity, the children completed 176 story turns1, producing 24 single event story turns
(14%). The children employed different genres to tell stories: 66 recounts (38%), 34 narratives
(19%), and 15 observations (9%) (See Table 3). In all, 66% of the stories aligned with known

Over the four weeks, there were a total of 20 absences in the four classrooms, reducing the
corpus of stories from 196 to 176.
1
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story types found amongst more mature storytellers (Martin 1984, Martin and Rose 2008, Plum
2004, Rothery and Stenglin 1997).
[Insert Table 4]
3.1 Single Event Story Turns
Even in their most basic form, children’s story turns employed many features of more
extended stories. For instance, Sunita, a Nepalese four year old whose home language was
Nepali, relayed a single event story turn that began by orienting the listener.
Text 1
Sunita (Age: 4 years, 2 months; Ethnicity: Nepalese; Home Language: Nepali)
Once upon a time, there was a little bunny.

Orientation

And one time, when I was with my mommy, it come down.

Event

In the orienting stage of the story, Sunita began with a circumstance of time common to
many fairy tales. She then introduced the participant of interest through an existing process.
Once upon a time,
Circumstance of Time

there was

a little bunny.

Existing Process Existant

In the event stage, Sunita provided further context for events, employing circumstances of time
and accompaniment to locate events in terms of space, time, and relevant participants. She also
deployed a clause complex construction that was common in orienting stages of the children’s
stories. In this clause complex construction, she contextualized the event with the circumstance
of time, ‘When . . . .’
And

one time,

when I was with my mommy,

Circumstance of Time Circumstance of Accompaniment
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After contextualizing the situation, Sunita construed the experience through a single event,
signaled by the lone doing process in the story.
it

come down.

Actor

Doing Process
In story turns like Sunita’s, children deployed many of the foundational elements of story,

providing the necessary information for a listener to understand events that occurred in another
context. Even these beginning forays into storying lived experience show how children use
language to give significance to the events in their lives that hold value, like seeing a bunny with
one’s mother. In the process, children like Sunita elevated particular ideas and relationships as
important, expressing their identity by situating themselves in an experiential world outside of
the classroom, but carefully aligned with the shared interests of the classroom.
Importantly, though single event stories made up 14% of the stories told in the story
circle activity, no child in the sample told exclusively single event stories. Instead, children told a
mix of shorter and more elaborated stories, highlighting the importance of offering children
multiple occasions to tell stories before drawing conclusions about their facility construing
experience through story.
In more extended story turns, children construed experience in ways that correspond with
three distinct story genres. Within these three genres, children’s stories varied in the complexity
with which they construed experience across a number of features such as use of evaluative
language2 and length of story. In order to briefly demonstrate the breadth present in the

2

Italics in the story indicate the use of embedded evaluation.
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sophistication with which children told each type of story, I consider a basic and a more complex
instantiation for each story genre – recount, narrative, and observation.
3.2 Recount Stories
The most basic recounts in the sample consisted of an orientation, a brief series of events,
and a conclusion. For instance, Vitya, a five year old Ukrainian speaker, told an event-focused
story about a day that he spent with his dog. In this story, Vitya oriented the listener by situating
his story in a particular location. He used a circumstance of accompaniment to indicate that he
and his dog were the participants of interest. In the event stage of the story, Vitya told what
happened. In the final stage of the story, Vitya made a direct statement of conclusion, signaling
the end of his story turn.
Text 2
Vitya (Age: 5 years, 2 months; Ethnicity: Ukrainian; Home Language: Ukrainian)
I play with my dog when, whe. When I was home.

Orientation

Then, then I go to a магазині (store) and buy for my dog toys.

Events

Then, I. I eated and go to sleep.
I done.

Statement of Conclusion

Structurally, this story closely followed the pattern of a prototypical recount. For
example, in the orientation Vitya employed the structure of a clause complex with the dependent
clause, ‘when I was home.’ This set the scene for the story through a circumstantial being
process that indicated where Vitya was when he played with his dog.
I

play

Actor Doing Process

with my dog
Circumstance of Accompaniment

when, whe.
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When I was home.
Circumstance of Time
In the events stage, Vitya construed experience through doing processes in this action-oriented
story. He used the cohesive conjunction, ‘then,’ to introduce successive events to the story.
Then, then I
Actor
and buy
Doing Process

Then

I.

I

go

to a магазині (shop)

Doing Process

Circumstance of Location

for my dog

toys.

Recipient

Goal

eated

and

Actor Doing Process

go to sleep.
Doing Process

Vitya ended the story with a natural, concluding event as he went to sleep. He then finished his
story turn with a direct statement of conclusion, bringing his story to an explicit end.
I

(am)

done.

Carrier

Being Process

Attribute

Here, Vitya offers an example of a simple, but complete instantiation of an event-focused story.
In one of the more advanced instantiations of recount-type stories in this sample, Karla
told a story that oriented the listener to the action and ended by bringing the story into the present
moment through a coda which made the meaning of her story clear.
Text 3
Karla (Age: 5 years, 2 months; Ethnicity: African American / Latina; Home Language: English)
When I was a baby, my mom always take care of me.

Orientation

STORYING EXPERIENCE
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Events

my leg (pulled leg up toward body) and cleaned me, and then put
my pamper on.
And then I got, then when I was a baby, after I got four, my
birthday after came.
Then from Christmas, I got a princess bike.
For I was older, for I’m four.

Coda

This story contained several typical features of recount-type stories. After orienting the listener to
the context, a series of events unfolded, construed through doing processes. Karla established a
temporal relationship between these events through the use of cohesive conjunctions. For
example, the story began by relaying the actions that Karla’s mother undertook to take care of
her, construed as a temporally linked series of events.
Though construed through a temporally linked series of events, Karla’s story strategically
harnessed an explicit comparison between being a baby and being ‘older.’ In her recount, Karla
followed the temporally linked series of events in which she relayed how her mother cared for
her with a kind of mini-orientation. Employing a clause complex, Karla expanded on the
meaning of the main clause, a construction common to orientating stages of stories: ‘Then when
I was a baby, after I got four, my birthday after came.’ Immediately after this mini-orientation,
she indicated that she received a princess bike and used a coda to return the listener to the present
moment and emphasize the meaning of her story, stating: ‘For I was older, for I’m four.’ Through
this explanatory statement, Karla made the comparison between being a baby and being ‘older’
explicit, an advanced storytelling skill amongst this sample of children.
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Just as children used single event story turns to give significance to valued life events,
like seeing a bunny when you are with your mother, children used recount stories to cast
themselves as particular kinds of people who have important relationships. Vitya casts himself as
the caregiver for a dog, while Karla recounts her mother’s care when she was a baby, even as she
asserts her status as someone who is older. In this way, the children’s stories advance ideas while
simultaneously establishing relationships with important family members and pets. Further,
through their stories, the children construed themselves as capable and mature people with
experiences of interest to others.
3.3 Narrative Stories
The primary characteristic of narrative stories is the complicating event through which
individuals construe experience as a disruption, or series of disruptions, and a return to the status
quo. Much like the recount and observation stories in this sample, the narrative stories reflect a
spectrum from simple to more complex, varying in length and evaluative features that help make
perspective clear. For instance, Jada told a brief account of how her mother was rescued when
she fell out of a boat, a problematic turn of events that disrupted the usuality of everyday
experience.
Text 4
Jada (Age: 4 years, 4 months; Ethnicity: African American; Home Language: English)
Once upon a time, um, my mom. She was little. She was in a

Orientation

boat.
And then, she fell in the water.

Complicating Event

And then, somebody help her.

Resolving Event

And then, ah. I’m finished.

Statement of Conclusion
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As with other simple instantiations of story in the sample, this narrative story consists of the
basic elements. Jada oriented the listener to events, introduced a complicating event, resolved it,
and made an explicit statement of conclusion.
Most narrative-type stories in this sample were not as brief as Jada’s story. For instance,
Krzysztof, who spoke Polish as his home language, told a narrative story about being separated
from his parents that included two separate complications.
Text 5
Krzysztof (Age: 4 years, 6 months; Ethnicity: Polish; Home Language: Polish)
This is the story of the little boy cried

Abstract

A little boy just cried, and really cried and really cried. And, and

Complicating Event

her mommy and daddy don’t come back. But they’re went to the
grocery store.
He was by himself, but her grandma mother.

Description

And her decide to stay home with him.

Resolving Event

And then the. And her mommy and daddy come back to the

Complicating Event

grocery store. Again, again.
And then, they come back to home. To eat dinner, to feed the

Resolving Event

chickens.
And the end.

Statement of Conclusion

In this story, Krzysztof used a series of complications and resolutions to tell the story of ‘the little
boy cried.’ Much like Jada’s brief narrative, Krzysztof’s narrative involved multiple participants
whose actions constitute the complicating and resolving events. For instance, the parents left for
the grocery store.
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her mommy and daddy

don’t come back.

Actor

Doing Process

they

‘re went

to the grocery store.

Actor

Doing Process

Circumstance of Location

Krzysztof construed the resulting state of affairs through a being process, characterizing ‘the
little boy [who] cried’ as being by himself.
He

was

by himself,

Carrier Being Process

but her grandma mother.

Circumstance of Manner Circumstance of Manner

The participant structure shifted a third time as the grandmother acted, and the complication was,
at least momentarily, resolved.
And her

decide

Senser Sensing Process

to stay

home

with him.

Doing Process

Scope

Circumstance of
Accompaniment

As with other stories in the sample, Jada and Krzysztof used story as a meaning-making
vehicle for expressing aspects of their identity in the classroom context. Construing experiences
as complicating challenges and their resolution, the children cast themselves as individuals
capable of dealing with unexpected or problematic events. In these narrative stories, children use
a distinct form of story to express who they are (children who overcome challenges) and who
they are connected to (family), as well as the places (the home) and situations (separating and
being together, boating) that make up their lives.
3.4 Observation Stories
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Observations are entity-focused stories that deploy primarily being processes to
characterize an occurrence. Like event-focused stories, observation stories have experiential and
interpersonal import. For instance, Araceli, a Latina who spoke Spanish, told an observation
about her birthday party. In this story, she used two separate being processes to tell about her
birthday cake, which she signaled for the listener as significant. This story turn, though not
unfolding as a series of events, was in keeping with other stories in the sample in which children
told about getting or possessing different things as a kind of self-aggrandizement or accounting
of goods. In this respect, Araceli’s observation directly responded to an ongoing interest of the
group by telling about something special that she had.
Text 6
Araceli (Age: 5 years, 2 months; Ethnicity: Latina; Home Language: Spanish)
When I grow up, I have a party with my sisters and my family.

Orientation

Then, then, then, then. My cake, it was strawberry. It just have

Description

some horses.
Then, then I’m finished.

Statement of Conclusion

Araceli’s story began like event-focused stories in the sample, orienting the listener to key
contextual information like the time and the participants involved, grammatically realized
through a circumstance of time and circumstance of accompaniment. As a basic instantiation of
an observation, this story construes experience through being processes in the middle stages, but
lacks the extended evaluative stage typical of more advanced and prototypical observations
recorded amongst more mature storytellers.
In a more advanced observation, Tereza, a Ukrainian speaker, told a story that reveals the
power of descriptively-focused accounts as a way to construe experience.
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Text 7
Tereza (Age: 5 years, 4 months; Ethnicity: Ukrainian; Home Language: Ukrainian)
Today, I’m going to tell a story about my brother.

Abstract

My brother is so silly. And he is still a baby.

Description

And he always makes silly tricks and.

Event

And he is wery, wery silly.

Description

And I don’t know why he is like this. And I don’t know why he is Evaluation
going to be silly. When he is gonna be grow up. And I think that I
am not going to be like this from him.
In this story, Tereza readied the listener for what was to follow with a brief abstract that signaled
the focus – her brother. Then, Tereza deployed primarily being processes, characterizing her
brother as a ‘silly’ ‘baby.’ Throughout the middle stages of this story, Tereza peppered her
description of her brother with evaluative language that provided an interpersonal stance. Her
brother is not just a baby; he is ‘still a baby.’
Tereza concluded her story with a canonical evaluation stage in which she provided an
extended comment that made the meaning of her story explicit. A metacognitive moment in the
story, this comment consisted of primarily sensing processes. The participant structure changed,
shifting the focus to Tereza as a senser who aims to understand her brother’s attributes.
And

I

don’t know

Senser Sensing Process
And

I

don’t know

Senser Sensing Process

why he is like this.
Phenomenon
why he is going to be silly.
Phenomenon
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Here, Tereza employed the known structure of observation stories to good effect, offering a
complete and a relatively sophisticated account that hinged on the contrast between a ‘silly baby’
and a five year old storyteller who is ‘not going to be like this.’
As with recounts and narratives, children who told observations employed a distinct form
of story structure to cast themselves as particular kinds of people. In the process, children who
told observational stories highlighted the significance of certain aspects of experience over others
- the importance of having a strawberry birthday cake with horses when you celebrate with
family, or the wonder provoked by a silly baby who will not grow up.
3.5 Varied Ways of Telling Stories
Not only did the children in this sample employ distinct story types that closely
corresponded to known story types, the majority of children (63%) told different types of stories
across the four weeks of story circle turns. This variation was present not only amongst more
advanced storytellers in the sample, but amongst the budding storytellers as well. In a more
advanced instantiation of story, Karla, who told the recount described earlier (Text 3) relayed a
story in narrative form.
Text 8
Karla (Age: 5 years, 2 months; Ethnicity: African American & Latina; Home Language:
English)
Last time, my mom was funny.

Orientation

And then my mom never bought me ice cream.

Complicating Event

And then my dad bought me ice cream.

Resolving Event

And my dad forgot what I likeded on my milkshake.

Complicating Event

There was no whip cream.

Description

So I went to buy my own.

Resolving Event
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And then I lost my money for it.

Complicating Event

And then I went back home. And I even crossed the street by

Resolving Event

myself.
In this story, Karla construed experience as a series of complications and resolutions that came to
a final conclusion when she returned home. She cast herself as capable in ways that are
reminiscent of the recount story in which she contrasted being cared for as a baby with being
older and having a bike. In the narrative story, Karla relayed a series of three complicating
events. Her father resolved the first complication by buying her ice cream. Then, Karla became
the main actor in her own drama, resolving the next two complications by going to buy ice
cream, as she said, on ‘my own,’ and crossing the street ‘by myself.’ In a child-led, ongoing
storytelling activity, Karla employed diverse story structures to construe her experience and
express her identity, as did the majority of children in this sample.
4 Discussion
How do children construe experience through story in a small storytelling activity?
Results from this study show that the children’s contributions varied when asked to tell a story in
a group storytelling context in classrooms serving multiethnic, multilingual configurations of
children. Children’s stories ranged from story turns in which central elements like orienting
information made the experience intelligible in a new context to multi-stage stories that offered a
lexically explicit experiential and interpersonal account. In this sample, children demonstrated
differential facility construing story in a number of ways, including story length, more complex
structural organization, and more explicit, evaluative perspective on events.
The children’s stories did not just vary in their capacity to marshal the resources of language to
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make meaning, but in their use of distinct genres of story as well. The majority of the children
demonstrated budding facility telling stories in multiple, known forms of story. Through the use
of diverse story forms, the children gave significance to different events, cast themselves as
particular kinds of people, and fulfilled different purposes. For example, in her recount story
about when she was a baby, Karla portrayed herself as closely connected to her mother, but as
getting older. She told a story aimed at impressing the significance of her more mature status on
her listeners. To do so, Karla used a kind of mini-orientation and coda to establish a contrast
between her experience as a baby and her present experience as an older child who received a
‘princess bike’ as a kind of right-of-passage and symbol of her increasing age. If life is a journey,
then from Karla’s perspective, receiving a bike is a moment of significance which signals one’s
progression. Though the story is not in the highly valued, canonical narrative style, it
successfully uses language to communicate what transpired as well as the significance of the
experience. Further, the story aligns closely with other known and valued forms of story.
In early childhood classrooms characterized by diversity, teachers need to be not only
ready for, but attuned to, diverse ways of construing experience through language.
Demonstrating the productive potential of language as a meaning-making system that even
young children have begun to use with budding sophistication, can help teachers appreciate
language as a choice-based system. Learning language is learning how to mean (Halliday 1993).
Working effectively with diverse children requires recognizing and appreciating diverse ways of
construing experience so that children can be supported to practice and extend their ability to
mean in multiple ways.
4.1 Implications
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Given that teachers often hold singular, Eurocentric conceptions of story (Cazden 1988,
Delpit 2006, Heath 1983, McCabe 1997, Michaels 1981, 2006) driven by tacit assumptions
(Christie 2002) rather than detailed and specific knowledge, defining what makes a good story in
ways that capture the diverse range of meaning-making potential remains an important goal in
early childhood education. The significance of a genre-focused approach to understanding story
lies in the ability to delineate the sophistication of children's meaning-making choices when
storytelling while also valuing the wide array of ways to tell a story. Instead of valuing a single,
idealized form like the classic narrative, a genre-focused approach acknowledges that describing
and commenting is a valid and equally sophisticated way to communicate experience. Tereza's
story about her silly, baby brother who she is not like effectively communicates a similar
meaning as Karla's recount of her journey from baby to bike owner. In each case, the storytellers
compare their current, more mature state to that of a baby, showing just how much older and
more mature they are. The two children simply deploy language in different ways, not better or
worse ways.
Obscuring the diversity present in young children’s storytelling may result in
mischaracterizations of children’s capacity to make-meaning through story, with the further
consequence of misconstruing how children develop along trajectories toward ever more
competent storytelling. Given that the majority of children in this sample told stories of different
types when presented with multiple opportunities to tell a story, it seems likely that individuals in
a shared discourse community grow familiar with and employ diverse strategies for making
meaning. This diversity is present even in young children's storytelling. Consequently, research
aiming to plot the developmental trajectory of storytelling must find ways to capture and to
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account for individuals’ growing mastery of multiple ways of meaning, rather than emphasizing
the value of one single underlying structure for stories.
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Appendix

Table 1
Description of Process Types
Process Type Process Description

Example

Doing

doing or undertaking some action

walk

Sensing

thinking or feeling

want

Saying

verbal action

tell

Behaving

expressions of psychological or physiological behavior

smile

Existing

states the existence of something

There is a park

Being

defines, ascribes, classifies, or expresses ownership

The slide was high
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Table 2
Description of Types of Circumstances
Circumstance Type

Circumstance Description

Example

Extent

How long, how far

I played all day

Location

Where

I went to the park

Time

When

Yesterday, I sang.

Manner

How, with what, what like

I rode my bike quickly

Cause

Why, for what, for whom

The slides are for kids

Accompaniment

With whom

I go to the zoo with my mom

Matter

About what

This story is about Goldilocks

Role

As what

I dressed up as a princess
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Table 3
Description of Functional Stages of Story
Stage

Purpose

Possible Patterns of Realization

Abstract

Makes meta-statement about text;
summary of story including reason
for telling

Saying processes, being processes,
circumstances of matter

Orientation

Sets the scene in terms of time,
location, and behavioral situation;
introduces cast of characters

Expanding clause complexes; existing
processes, being processes,
circumstances of time or location

Event

Relays a temporal sequence of
occurrences, giving an account of
how one event lead to another

doing processes, connective clauses
‘and’ ‘then’

Description*

Describes an individual, inanimate
object, or general conditions

Existing processes, being processes

Complication Disrupts the sequence of events
through a change in conditions
Resolution

doing processes, changing pattern of
participant roles, conjunctions of contrast

Returns events to status quo by
doing processes, changing pattern of
dealing with the complication; can
participant roles
serve as a middle or ending stage
(Reoccurring stage present in middle
and end of text)

Reorientation Restates or refers to the beginning of Circumstances of time, consequential
the text; often states the point of the conjunction
text; acts as a kind of culminating
event
Coda

Makes meta-statement about text
and returns text to the present time

being processes, anaphoric reference to
beginning event or whole course of
events

Statement of
Conclusion*

Ends the story turn through a direct
statement

being processes, use of phrase ‘the end’
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Evaluation

Provides an interpersonal take on
events by indicating attitudes,
opinions, or the usuality of events;
can take the form of a prediction

33
Circumstances of manner or extent, first
person participant, sensing processes,
saying processes, change in established
pattern of intonation

*All stages drawn from the literature on adult storytelling (Plum, 2004; Rothery & Stenglin,
1997; Hasan, 1984; Martin, 1984; Labov, 1972; Labov & Waletzky, 1967) unless marked with *.
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Table 4
Types of Stories Told During Story Circles
Story Turns
(N = 176)

Frequency Percentage

Refusal

19

11%

Other

16

9%

Single Event

24

14%

Recount

68

38%

Narrative

34

19%

Observation

15

9%

Total

176

100%

